New book – Theorising Social Exclusion

Published in late 2009, the book brings together chapters on much of the recent research carried out by CHASE researchers, past and present.

The book takes a multidisciplinary approach and focuses particularly on the often neglected cultural and social aspects of exclusion. In it, we draw on a wide range of studies in which we have been involved in order to improve our understanding of the processes that foster exclusion, and how to promote inclusion.

Chapters include:

- The Other Side of Social Exclusion: Interrogating the Role of the Privileged in Reproducing Inequality
- Professional discretion and social exclusion
- Not measuring up: low-income women receiving welfare benefits
- Inner city high-rise living: a catalyst for social exclusion and social connectedness
- The Influence of ‘Access’ on Social Exclusion and Social Connectedness for People with Disabilities
- The relationship between undertaking an informal caring role and social exclusion
- Debating the capacity of information and communication technology to promote inclusion
- The Reading Discovery Program: increasing social inclusion of marginalised families
- Immigration and social exclusion: Examining health inequalities of immigrants through acculturation lenses
- Discourse, power and exclusion: the experiences of childless women
- Over 60 and beyond ... the alienation of a new generation. Exploring the alienation of older people from society
- “Exclusion By Inclusion”: bisexual young people, marginalisation and mental health in relation to substance abuse
- Hope of a nation – experiences of social exclusion giving rise to spaces of inclusion for people living with HIV and AIDS in South Africa: a reflection
- Othering, marginalisation and pathways to exclusion in health
- Understanding processes of social exclusion: silence, silencing and shame

Published in August 2009 by Routledge.

For further details: [http://www.routledge.com/books/details/9780415475853/](http://www.routledge.com/books/details/9780415475853/)